APPENDIX - VIII

SCHEDULE TO ASSESS MOTHER'S AWARENESS ABOUT CHILD'S EMPLOYMENT

PARENTAL AWARENESS ABOUT CHILD'S EMPLOYMENT

1. Name, location/address of the industry
   Where the child is working:
   Do not know 1
   Name, location/address specified 2

2. Type of work done by the child at industry
   a) 1
   b) 2

3. Number of hours child works per day:
   Do not know 1
   Hours specified 2

4. Work done is difficult (in terms of percentage)
   Do not know 1
   Not difficult 2
   Percentage specified 3

5. Duration of work done is:
   Do not know 1
   Too long 2
   Long 3
   Short 4

DISCIPLINE

1. Whether child has received reward from employer for good work:
   Do not know 1
   Never 2
   Occasionally 3
   Often 4
2. Type of reward received
   Do not know 1
   Verbal 2
   Material 3

3. Whether child has received punishment for misbehaviour from his employer
   Do not know 1
   Never 2
   Occasionally 3
   Often 4

4. Type of punishment received:
   Do not know 1
   Often 2
   Occasionally 3
   Never 4

5. Received complaints from employer:
   Very often 1
   Often 2
   Occasionally 3
   Never 4

6. Misbehaviour generally committed by the child:
   1. 1
   2. 2
   3. 3

SALARY

1. Salary drawn by the child
   Not satisfactory 1
   Satisfactory 2
2. Salary is collected by
   Parent 1
   Child 2

3. Pocket money given to the child
   Never 1
   Whenever asked 2
   Every day 3
   Once a week 4

4. Amount given as pocket money last time:

5. Way the child spends the pocket money:
   Do not know 1
   Play games 2
   Entertainment 3
   Food 4
   Savings 5

6. Child's income is utilised for
   Food 1
   Clothing 2
   Shelter 3
   Saving 4
   Education 5
   Recreation 6
   Medicine 7
   Miscellaneous 8

HEALTH

1. Child complains about his health:
   Very often 1
   Often 2
   Occasionally 3
   Never 4
2. Type of health problem complained
   a) 1
   b) 2
   c) 3

3. Child suffers from sickness
   Very often 1
   Occasionally 2
   Often 3
   Never 4

4. Type of sickness:
   a) 1
   b) 2

5. Type of treatment given:
   Medicine given without check up 1
   Household medicine 2
   Medical aid 3

6. Medical bill met by
   Self 1
   Free aid 2
   Employer 3

7. Child was granted leave
   Never 1
   Without pay 2
   With pay 3

PARENTAL OPINION ABOUT CHILD'S EDUCATION
1. Education is essential for the child:
   No 1
   Yes 2
2. If yes, level of education needed:
   - Read and write 1
   - Primary education 2
   - Secondary education 3
   - Job oriented education 4

SOCIALIZATION

1. Child is encouraged to play
   - Never 1
   - Occasionally 2
   - Often 3

2. Number of hours he plays during
   - Working days : 1
   - Holidays : 2
   - (Specify) 3

3. Child plays with
   - Sibs only 1
   - Relatives' children only 2
   - Neighbours' children only 3
   - Any group 4

4. Whether child is encouraged to visit
   - Temple 1
   - Relatives 2
   - Friends 3
   - View movies 4
   - Market 5
   - Circus 6
   - Exhibition 7
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF EARLY EMPLOYMENT

1. Advantages of early employment of the child
   a) 
   b) 
   c) 

2. Disadvantages of early employment to the child 
   a) 
   b) 
   c)